Develop your piano teaching skills at home with monthly bundles of online training resources.

- Learn how to deliver purposeful lessons
- Revolutionise your teaching strategies
- Increase the profitability of your teaching studio

Membership Enrolment OPEN 28 AUGUST - 4 SEPTEMBER
When I become a member of The Community, what will I get each month?

- **How-to Videos**
  Including interviews, lesson snapshots & presentations

- **Workbook & Resources**
  Including printable resources to use with your pupils in lessons

- **Live Webinars**
  Live online training sessions delivered by experts + replay videos

- **Facebook Group**
  Members-only forum where you can interact and learn with like-minded piano teachers

- **Bonus Resources & Discount Deals**
  Exclusive to members of The Community
Curiosity Box Topics

SEPT 2017
Planning for Progression
Getting the blueprint to help you enable your students to make great progress

OCT 2017
Frills and Trills
Discover the principles behind Baroque style & interpretation

NOV-DEC 2017
A Christmas full of Harmony
Discover how to teach your students about chords, cadences & modulations using Christmas music

JAN 2018
Practical strategies to help Students with performance anxiety
Help students overcome nervousness, self-doubt and the fear of failure

FEB 2018
From the Blues to Beyonce
Learn how to teach popular music through chords and structure

MAR 2018
The super sight-reader!
Help students to enjoy sight-reading using a simple set of strategies

APR 2018
Dissecting Sonata Form
Colourful & creative ideas to help students analyse sonata form in detail

MAY 2018
The well maintained Piano Teacher
Learn how to look after yourself and your pupils

JUN 2018
The return of the Advice Monster
How to give effective feedback in piano lessons

JUL-AUG 2018
How to stand out from the Crowd
How to develop your message, your website and communication skills
How much does it cost to become a member?

**Monthly Membership**
PAY £22 MONTHLY (APPROX. $29)
No discount or bonus resources apply

**Yearly Membership**
RETAIL VALUE £437 (APPROX. $565)
YOU PAY £197 (APPROX. $255)
Includes Yearly Membership worth £237
BONUS online Training Resources worth £200

**BONUS RESOURCES FOR YEARLY MEMBERS**

**BONUS RESOURCE 1**
How to present the concept of Compound Time
understanding the learning stages

**BONUS RESOURCE 2**
Practice Strategies
how to transform the work that happens between lessons

**BONUS RESOURCE 3**
Teaching Techniques
how to give effective feedback and ask meaningful questions in lessons

**BONUS RESOURCE 4**
Pianistic Skills
explore ways of presenting technique to beginners in imaginative ways

**BONUS RESOURCE 5**
Beyond the Dots
engage students’ imagination through metaphors, storytelling, words & images

**BONUS RESOURCE 6**
How to communicate with students
enabling independent learning

CLICK HERE TO JOIN OUR MAILING LIST
and receive further information soon
The Curious Piano Teachers is, by far, the most welcoming and comprehensive professional development program I have ever encountered. They understand piano teachers (because they themselves are accomplished piano teachers with years of experience and education), they empathize with the challenges faced by contemporary piano teachers, and most important of all, they provide timely and appropriate direction to teachers who are working to improve their teaching practices.

**Professor Rena Upitis**

"Becoming a member of The Community is the best thing I have done to improve my piano teaching skills."

...Mary Lewis

"Excellent value for money when you compare it to other more traditional CPD opportunities. It’s so flexible. You can access the materials when it’s convenient for you."

...Helen Russell

"Joining The Curious Piano Teachers Community is the single best thing I have done for me and my teaching career. The monthly bundles are packed with really useful ready-to-go ideas."

...Debbie Garran

"Joining The Community has given me the spark I craved after having been a piano teacher for 25 years."

...Lizabeth Atkinson

"From a nervous newbie to a confident piano teacher with a waiting list - I could not have done it without The Community! Sally and Sharon have created something very special - a passionate, forward-thinking, supportive Community that I am proud to be a part of. A wealth of fabulous resources, demonstrations, ideas and activities - this is piano teacher training at its best, right at your fingertips whenever you need it."

...Georgina Jordan

"The whole concept of The Curious Piano Teachers is inspired! I live a bit far to get to many workshops and events. The monthly bundles and live webinars more than compensate for this. In fact, they are even better, because I can go back and look again at the material at my convenience. There is the added benefit of contact with other piano teachers. Can’t praise it highly enough!"

...Rachel Yuile